Molecular chaperone-peptide complexes extracted from tumors (heat shock protein [HSP] vaccines) have been intensively studied in the preceding two decades, proving to be safe and effective in treating a number of malignant diseases. They offer personalized therapy and target a cross-section of antigens expressed in patients' tumors. Future advances may rely on understanding the molecular underpinnings of this approach to immunotherapy. One property common to HSP vaccines is the ability to stimulate antigen uptake by scavenger receptors on the antigen-presenting cell surface and trigger T-lymphocyte activation. HSPs can also induce signaling through Toll-Like receptors in a range of immune cells and this may mediate the effectiveness of vaccines.
unknown and probably differs between individuals even with tumors of similar histology. Optimal vaccines would then be individualized and built around the antigenic repertoire of the individual patient. A number of approaches offer this possibility and heat shock protein (HSP; for the purpose of this article, HSP is the general term for heat shock proteins, while individual HSPs are abbreviated as Hsp) vaccines are notable members of this group [6] [7] [8] .
One question with regard to this is whether a polyvalent vaccine containing multiple, but relatively diluted, epitopes such as Gp96 purified from a tumor would be more desirable than a vaccine prepared by binding one single antigenic determinant, in high concentration to the HSP. Polyvalent vaccines against micro-organisms or human tumors have been shown to have increased effectiveness compared with vaccines with a single antigenic determinant [9] [10] [11] . However, this issue remains controversial and it has been shown that multiantigen cocktails can be inferior to preparations containing a single determinant [12] . In order for such preparations to stimulate significant immunity, HSP immunotherapy approaches need to ensure three main effects, including [13] :
• A significant population of tumor responsive lymphocytes in the host under treatment
• Activated T cells capable of penetrating the tumor microvasculature and encountering tumor cells
• A population of fully activated T lymphocytes armed for killing tumor cells
We aim here to examine how HSP vaccines might meet these criteria.
Heat shock proteins are major components of the intracellular protein quality control pathways that protect client proteins from loss of structure and inappropriate interactions [14, 15] . They are intrinsic to cellular life and are highly conserved [14] . HSPs are observed most readily in cells undergoing response to acute heat shock, when a fraction [16, 17] of the proteome becomes disordered and HSP expression undergoes a massive increase to compensate for the stress. However, the deployment of the response is probably more subtle in multicellular organisms that can buffer temperature fluctuation [14, 18] . Their importance is indicated by their role in deterring tissue degeneration and aging by inhibiting accumulation of damaging protein inclusions that occur in an age-dependent manner [19] . In addition, HSP expression increases in cancer in order to chaperone the overexpressed and mutant proteins that drive tumor progression [16, 17] .
HSP genes can be sorted into a number of families, most notably those encoding the small heat shock proteins (Hsp27 or hspb family), chaperonin 60 (hspd family), heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70 or hspa) and heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90 or hspc), which play collaborative roles in protein folding (Table 1 ) [20] . These HSPs can be further classified into two main groups on the basis of intracellular location, the cytoplasmic/nuclear hspa, hspb, hspc and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) localized group (Grp78, Grp94 [also known as Gp96] and Grp170), known as glucose regulated proteins (GRPs) ( Table 1 ) [21, 22] . Although there is minimal sequence similarity between hspa and hspc gene families, the expressed proteins have each been associated with powerful immune properties [17, 23, 24] . Whether this is due to the role of the HSPs in chaperoning other oncogenic proteins, their high abundance and inducibility by stress or other properties is not clear: it does not, however, seem to reflect structural similarities.
HSP vaccines: studies in the past decade
It has been apparent for a number of years that HSPs possess powerful immune properties [25] . Highly effective anticancer vaccines, that can lead to tumor regression in mice have been prepared by extracting HSP from tumors and immunizing hosts with these preparations [17, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . The resulting immunogenicity was ascribed to the ability of these molecular chaperones to bind intracellular antigenic peptides and transport them into the cytoplasm of APCs which can present the antigens to CD8 + T cells [26, 32, 33] . HSP vaccines in their purest form are prepared by purification of Gp96 or Hsp70 peptide complexes from patients and deploying them in immunotherapy in an autologous mode [34, 35] . This procedure permits direct targeting of the multiply deviated proteome that characterizes each individual neoplasm, provided the vaccine retains a faithful cross-section of the tumor antigens during HSP isolation [6, 32] . This approach appears to be relatively safe in cancer therapy as indicated by Phase I and II clinical trials, and indeed recent Phase III trials of Gp96 vaccines show a response to the vaccine under more extensive courses of treatment [36, 37] . The Gp96 vaccine appears successful in treatment of melanoma and renal carcinoma [36] . When compared with the results of a number of immunotherapy trials for treatment of metastatic cancer, these results are relatively encouraging [38] .
Molecular chaperone mechanisms in tumor immunity
During the past decade much was learned regarding the mechanisms through which HSP vaccines function. Most immunogenic HSPs of the hspa and hspc families are able to bind polypeptides through a dedicated peptide-binding domain ( Figure 1 ). An adjacent adenosine nucleotide-binding domain regulates the binding activities of these domains. The proteins have allosteric properties in that substrate binding mediates hydrolysis/release of adenosine nucleotides and ATP binding causes substrate release [39] . The structure of the substratebinding domain of Hsp70 resembles the peptide-binding domain in MHC class I molecules by the criteria of sequence analysis and modeling [29] . However, structural studies of the substrate-binding domains of Hsp70 family proteins do not support the notion of a high degree of similarity [40, 41] . Binding of ATP to HSP releases the substrate, while hydrolysis of ATP and ADP association with the nucleotide-binding domain causes tight binding to substrates [15, 39] . HSPs can thus be thought of as peptide-binding modules that can transport antigens capable of binding MHC class I. Indeed, the studies of Binder and Srivastava indicate that Hsp70, Gp96, Hsp90 and ER stress protein calreticulin carry between them the whole of the intracellular peptide repertoire required for cross-priming T cells against ovalbumin or β-galactosidase [42] .
Other HSPs have also been attributed immune functions. Hsp60 can stimulate cytokine production when encountering monocytes and macrophages and can activate Tregs, while the small HSP family member Hsp27 appears to be immunosuppressive and reduces tumor immunity [43] [44] [45] [46] . Little is known regarding the ER-resident HSPA family member Grp78.
HSP binding to proteins & peptides
As discussed earlier, class A and class C HSPs include peptide-binding domains that interact with infolded sequences in client proteins [15, 29] . Such sequences are generally enriched in hydrophobic residues that become available when the hydrophobic cores of proteins move to the surface during the process of denaturation [47] . These interactions are probably transient and end when the proteins are refolded. Hsp70 is thought to bind 7-mer peptide sequences containing hydrophobic residues [48, 49] . The degree to which residues not contained in the peptide-binding domain can `hang out' in solution is not clear although in an in vitro proteomic study, Grossman et al. showed that Hsp70 binds preferentially to peptides of 8-26-mer length [50] . This issue is discussed at length in a previous review [29] . Larger members of the HSPA family such as Hsp110 and Grp170 are evidently equipped with peptide-binding domains of greater capacity and can chaperone whole proteins in a 1:1 ratio [31, 51, 52] . HSPC family member Hsp90 can also bind to larger polypeptides and contributes to immunity by chaperoning peptides in vitro that can enter the pathways of antigen processing [53] . For molecular chaperone-based vaccines to be effective, the HSP must bind tenaciously to antigenic peptides. The HSP must bind to polypeptides during antigen processing in the tumor cells with sufficient avidity to form a relatively stable complex that can survive extraction during vaccine preparation, injection of HSP vaccine into host, uptake by APC and transport of the HSP-peptide complex into the sites of antigen processing/presentation during cross-priming. Peptides are known to bind tenaciously to Hsp90 during endogenous antigen processing and such polypeptides are thus protected from endopeptidases that would otherwise digest them, prior to entering the antigen presentation pathways [53] [54] [55] [56] . One open question for the field is therefore the mechanism by which molecules such as molecular chaperones that interact transiently with clients during protein folding can form long-term complexes with peptides and perform the chaperone function within the HSP vaccine. However, HSPs have been shown to chaperone a number of selftumor antigens such as MUC1, Melan A, Mart1, Gp100, CEA and Her2/neu [30, [57] [58] [59] . It should be noted that important exceptions to this general mechanism for chaperonesubstrate interaction, involving nucleotide-dependent peptide acquisition (Figure 1 ), exist and it has been shown that the nucleotide-binding domain of Gp96/GRP94 appears to be dispensable for peptide/client binding [60, 61] .
Mechanisms underlying HSP-mediated immunity: receptors, antigen cross-presentation, autoimmunity & engulfment
As mentioned earlier, HSP vaccines exploit the molecular chaperone properties of these proteins to bind antigenic peptides in vivo and carry them to APCs in vivo after injection ( Figure 2 ). The effects of extracellular HSP on immune cells are largely mediated through cell surface receptors although some recent studies suggest the possibility of nonreceptormediated interactions [62, 63] . It seems likely that surface receptors mediate at least two processes in HSP vaccine-mediated immunity including: first, HSP-peptide complex (HSP.PC) uptake by APCs and cross-priming of CTLs and, second, immune/inflammatory signaling. Whether these processes are carried out by one receptor or by multiple receptors specializing in endocytosis, signaling or other processes is not clear [62, 64] . A family of cell surface receptors that have recently emerged as key structures in HSP binding and initiating CTLs are the scavenger receptors (SRs), including SR-A, SR-F1 (SCARF1/SREC-1), stabilin-1 and LOX-1 [33, 62, 65] . Hsp70 has been shown to bind SREC-I, LOX-1 and Stabilin-1 when overexpressed in CHO cells previously null for Hsp70 binding [33, 62, 65] . These receptors were characterized originally in endothelial cells as binding proteins for chemically modified forms of lipoproteins, such as oxidized and acetylated low-density lipoprotein in endothelial cells, and are emerging as key proteins in immunity, particularly through engulfment of apoptotic host cells and prokaryotic cells [66, 67] . The different SR family members could operate in parallel in synergistic activation of immune response to HSP vaccines or may perform different cellular events in immunomodulation [68] . Indeed, recent studies indicate that both LOX-1 and SREC-I play roles in cross-presentation of ovalbumin antigens [33, 64] . In addition, another group of stress protein receptors shares structural homology with LOX-1. These are the c-type lectins and include important receptors in the immune response such as Dectin-1, DC-SIGN, NKG2D and CD94 [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] . Hsp70 binds avidly to c-type lectins NKG2D and CD94 expressed in natural killer (NK) cells [65] .
Some studies also suggest that HSPs can bind to CD91, also known as LRPs and the receptor for α2 macroglobulin. Indeed it was suggested that CD91/LRP is the common receptor for all extracellular HSPs [22] . However, although this receptor is highly expressed on macrophages, dendritic cells (DCs) do not show profound CD91 distribution [64] . In addition, later studies demonstrated that CD91 does not bind avidly to Hsp70 when overexpressed in CD91 null cells, although its role in antigen presentation and T-cell maturation appears to be profound [65, 75] . It is notable that both SREC-I and CD91 possess structural homology with the Caenorhabditis elegans engulfing receptor CED-1, characterized as a receptor for apoptotic bodies [76, 77] . Engulfment is likely to be an important property of receptors involved in antigen uptake by APCs and the primary step in antigen cross-presentation. It is also notable that a more closely related homolog of CED-1 has recently been discovered (MEGF10) and it will be interesting to discover whether this protein also acts as an HSP receptor [76] .
Multiple HSP species were reported to interact with members of the Toll-like receptor (TLR) family [78] [79] [80] . TLRs are pattern recognition receptors that respond to exogenous danger signals, generally products of viruses or bacteria, and trigger innate immunity [16, 23] . TLR activation triggers DC maturation, leading to a mature form that expresses costimulatory molecules that can interact in a productive manner with T lymphocytes [24] . Costimulatory molecules on DCs including CD80 (B7-1) and CD86 (B7.2) bind to counterreceptor CD28 on T cells simultaneously with MHC class I-T-cell receptor binding and are in most cases essential for productive T-cell activation ( Figure 3 ) [81, 82] . However, CD28 on the T-cell surface is competed for by an inhibitory molecule, CTLA-4, that is also expressed on Tregs [82] . Previous reports suggested that HSP could induce DC maturation, induce costimulatory molecules and mediate T-cell toxicity [17] . However, skepticism exists regarding some of the experiments carried out using exposure of monocytes, macrophages or DCs to recombinant HSP due to the exquisite ability of HSP to bind endotoxins, potent stimulators of innate immunity [83] (for a review, see [84] ). In addition, recent reports suggest that Hsp70 can induce antigen presentation without inducing innate immunity [85] . Nonetheless we have shown that the activity of a Hsp70-based vaccine prepared from tumor-DC fusions (Hsp70.PC-F) is entirely dependent on intact TLR-2/TLR-4 signaling and that knockout of the tlr2 and tlr4 genes as well as downstream TLR pathway intermediate myd88 blocks vaccine-induced CD8 + T-cell proliferation and CTL production in MC38 tumors [86] . CTL activity could be restored to tlr2/tlr4 knockout mice by immunization with wild-type DCs that had been pulsed in vitro by Hsp70.PC-F and target cells were killed in a SREC-I-dependent and antigen (MUC1)-specific manner [86] . In addition, Massa et al.
showed that endotoxin-free Hsp70 secreted from murine cells could induce DC maturation [87] . Interestingly, this effect was dependent on the presence of NK cells [87] . We have shown that Hsp70 binds avidly to NK-D receptors that are present on NK cells [65] . Additional receptors were shown to interact with mycobacterial Hsp70, including chemokine receptor CCR5 and CD40 in both DC and CD4 + T cells [88] . Mammalian Hsp70 can bind to CD40, a member of the TNF receptor family, which plays a major role in the maturation of APCs and has implications in cytokine release [89] . It will be interesting to examine the potential roles of these receptors in responses to mammalian cell-derived HSP vaccines, although recent studies seem to suggest that CD40 is not a major Hsp70 receptor [90] .
In addition to interaction with DCs, exposure to HSP modulates immune functions in other cell types. Hsp60 binds and activates TLR-2 in CD4 + CD25 + regulatory T cells and binds to TLR-4 in B cells [44, 91] . It is not clear whether these effects are direct or indirect and a number of studies have indicated that, at least in the case of Hsp70, there is minimal direct binding to TLR-2 or TLR-4 [64, 65] . Indeed TLR-2 signaling has been shown to be activated downstream of both LOX-1 and SRECI [92] . Activation of TLR-4 in Treg cells, whether direct or indirect, appears to be a sturdy finding and not attributable to endotoxins as Hsp60 was introduced as a plasmid and expressed in situ [93] .
Mechanisms of HSP-mediated antigen cross-presentation
An important property of HSP.PC binding to receptors in APCs is the ability of this interaction to foster antigen cross-presentation to T lymphocytes [23, 24, 42, 64, 94, 95] . This process takes place in APCs such as DCs and macrophages and involves extracellular antigens accessing the intracellular pathways for antigen processing and subsequently eliciting CD8 + T-cell responses [86, [96] [97] [98] . Antigen cross-presentation utilizes some of the mechanisms involved in the presentation of endogenous antigens. Endogenous antigen processing and presentation involves digestion of damaged or unsuccessfully translated polypeptides by the proteasome in the cytosol, recruitment of resultant peptides by transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP) in the ER and delivery to the cell surface bound to MHC class I through ER-Golgi-cell surface anterograde vesicular trafficking [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] . In the cytosolic pathway of antigen cross-presentation, exogenous antigens penetrate this intracellular pathway. Exogenous antigens enter this pathway after being taken up into phagosomes, transported out of the phagosomes by Sec61 and then delivered to the cytosol for proteasomal processing [104, 105] . Peptides are then re-imported by TAP molecules within the phagosomes and become bound to MHC class I in this compartment [105, 106] . An alternative cross-presentation pathway also exists -the phagosome/endosome to cytosol pathway -catalyzed by proteases such as cathepsin S within phagosomes and endosomes [105, 106] . Processed antigensthen encounter MHC class I in recycling endosomes or phagosomes and can be loaded onto MHC class I in this compartment. This pathway excludes a requirement for antigens to cross membrane-bound vesicles and is thus potentially more rapid.
The recent findings of receptors for extracellular HSPs may point the way to novel mechanisms for HSP-mediated antigen cross-presentation. As mentioned earlier, some SR family members bind avidly to HSP and can mediate their internalization [62, 65, 86] . LOX-1 is expressed in DCs, binds Hsp70 and can deliver Hsp70-bound tumor-specific antigens to MHC class I, mediate antigen specific cross-presentation and activate CTLs [21] . We have found similar properties for SREC-I [33, 86] . However, SR-A behaves differently to LOX-1 and SREC-I in that it represses HSP-mediated immunity [107] .
HSP & the MHC class II pathway
The major mechanism for the processing of extracellular antigens is the MHC class II pathway in which antigens are engulfed and processed through the endosomal and lysosomal compartments leading to encounter of antigens with MHC class II molecules and subsequent peptide loading. Antigens may be engulfed by phagocytosis or taken up as antigen-antibody complexes through Fc receptors. Interestingly, a number of studies suggest that Gp96 and Hsp70.PC-F can facilitate tumor antigen presentation through the MHC class II pathway and activate CD4 + T cells [86, 108] . Stimulation of antigen presentation through the class II pathway in DCs by HSPs may involve the participation of SREC-I or the combination of LOX-1 and CD91 [86, 109] . HSP-mediated entry of antigens through the class II pathway may be important in skewing the CD4 + T-cell response towards a Th1 phenotype that may support tumor cell killing by CTLs. In addition, earlier studies indicate a role for activated CD4 + T cells in `licensing' antigen cross-presentation [110] [111] [112] . This effect is observed when both CD8 + and CD4 + T cells interact with the same APC and involves the binding of CD40 ligand on the CD4 + T cell to CD40 on the DC [110] . This phenomenon may enhance the effectiveness of HSP vaccines that are likely to be rich in both CD4 + and CD8 + peptides. Although some studies suggest that Hsp70 can bind directly to CD40, our investigations were at variance with this finding and indicated minimal Hsp70 binding to HEK293 cells transfected with CD40 expression vector [89, 113] .
HSP, autoimmunity & tumor immunity
HSPs can also cause autoimmunity largely due to mimicry of immunogenic prokaryotic HSPs and activation of adaptive immunity to HSP-derived epitopes [114] [115] [116] . However, mammalian or pathogen-derived HSPs can be autoregulatory due to induction of T-cell tolerance, deviation of the cytokine response from a Th1-to a Th2-promoting pattern, suppression of the inflammatory cytokine IL-17, apoptosis of CTLs and activation and expansion of Treg CD4 + CD25 + cells [117] [118] [119] . Tregs inhibit immune responses through production of the inhibitory cytokine IL-10, which reduces the activity of CTLs as well as expressing the co-inhibitory molecule CTLA-4 that prevents DC maturation or kills mature DCs leading to reduced antigen presentation [120] . The outcome of HSP interaction with the immune response is thus highly complex. This complexity was anticipated in earlier studies on HSP vaccines, which indicated a biphasic HSP dose-immune response relationship with, for instance, induction of immunity by lower doses of Gp96 while higher doses elicited immune suppression [27, 121] . Recent studies indicate that Gp96-HBV peptide complexes activate both a CTL response and induction of CD4 + CD25 + FoxP3 Tregs in a coordinate manner with the balance shifting towards Tregs with increasing chaperone dose [122] . The complexity of the immune response to HSP vaccines may thus reflect contrasting regulatory immune responses elicited by the carrier (HSP) and immunogenic responses to cargo (chaperoned peptide). Relative effectiveness of HSP-based immunotherapy may depend on the relative amounts and ratio of carrier and cargo. Recent studies by the laboratory of Richard Vile demonstrate the complexity of responses to elevated Hsp70 expression in different tissues. They have attempted to exploit common properties shared by autoimmunity and tumor immunity, by killing normal cells under inflammatory (high Hsp70) conditions that lead to autoimmune killing and measuring growth response of transplanted syngeneic tumors [123, 124] . They were able to show that elevation of Hsp70 levels in tissue undergoing melanocyte killing led to inhibition of melanoma growth in a CD8 + T-lymphocyte-dependent manner but not to long-term immunity [123, 125] . The transient nature of immunity induced by this protocol was due to a slightly delayed generation of Treg cells and CD8 + T-cell responses were prolonged by Treg depletion [123] . This protocol was particularly effective when applied to prostate tissue where normal prostatic cell killing by fusogenic viruses combined with Hsp70 plasmid led to immune killing of prostate tumor cells unaccompanied by Treg generation [126] . Tumor resolution was correlated with the induction of cytokines IL-6 and TGF-β and subsequent induction of IL-17. By contrast, a similar approach was ineffective in the pancreas in which fusogenic virus combined with Hsp70 elevation led to potent Treg generation and failed to destroy pancreatic tumors [98] . This discrepancy appears to be due to lack of IL-6 generation by cells in the pancreas under Hsp70 stimulation compared with contrasting effects in the prostate [98, 126] . Generation of IL-6 in tissues undergoing cell death in the presence of Hsp70 thus appears to bias the immune response towards inflammatory, IL-17-dependent killing by CTLs and away from Treg generation. In studies on adjuvant arthritis it has been shown that expression of self HSPs Hsp70 and Hsp90 from injected expression plasmids can downregulate the arthritogenic T-cell response and that this effect is due to triggering release of Hsp60, a master regulator of autoimmunity, into the circulation [127] . The effects of HSPs on tumor and autoimmunity are thus both tissue and context-dependent and may involve cascades of HSP expression and release. Responses may depend on the spectrum of cytokines produced by exposure to HSP, with IFN-g and IL-12 favoring a Th1-type response, TGF-β favoring Treg production, and a combination of TGF-β and IL-6 leading to a Th17-type response [120] .
HSP-induced stimulation of bystander engulfment
As discussed earlier, HSPs can bind tumor antigens and transport them into APCs [7] . In addition to this remarkable property, HSPs also appear to have the ability to stimulate the engulfment of bystander antigens that may be contained in dying mammalian cells or bacteria [87, [128] [129] [130] . Indeed Todryk et al. suggested that a major role for Hsp70 in tumor immunity was to deter DC maturation and increase the engulfing capacity of these APCs [131] . This effect has not been widely studied, although Wang et al. suggest a key role for the TLR-7 pathway in stimulation of engulfment by Hsp70 [130] . As key engulfing receptors, roles for SR or CD91 in this process might be anticipated.
Present studies on HSP vaccines HSP vaccines derived from tumor-DC fusion vaccines
We have concentrated on optimizing peptide loading in an Hsp70-based vaccine involving tumor-DC fusion and targeting breast cancer (Hsp70.PC-F or Hsp70 peptide complex from tumor-DC fusion cells). The rationale behind the Hsp70.PC-F approach is that fusion of tumor cells to DCs leads to optimal antigen processing by professional APC components and that the vaccine will contain a cross-section of tumor antigens that do not need to be further characterized [59] . Tumor-DC fusion is a commonly used approach to vaccine preparation [132] . The Hsp70.PC-F vaccine also contains coprecipitating Hsp90, which is essential for tumor regression [59] . We have also improved peptide association with the molecular chaperones in the vaccine by a rapid and gentle isolation approach. Our studies showed that rapid immunoprecipitation of Hsp70, followed by elution of the Hsp70 complexes, leads to an Hsp70 vaccine with superior immunogenicity compared with standard affinity chromatography approaches [59, 86] . However, the use of the vaccine in an autologous mode may be limited due to the finite amounts of tumor tissue available and the difficulty in obtaining large amounts of DCs from cancer patients. Next we attempted to move towards developing a common Hsp70 vaccine based on the existence of overlapping antigens between tumors. Hsp70.PC-F prepared from fusions of breast cancer cells and pooled human DC contained abundant breast cancer antigens including MUC1 and Her2/ neu, stimulated T-cell proliferation and killed heterologous targets provided the target shared surface antigens with the source cells for the fusion vaccine [30] . Indeed Hsp70.PC-F from human ovarian carcinoma cells was capable of killing human breast cancer SKBR3 cells that share expression of HLA-A11 [30] . Although much remains to be learned regarding the antigenic repertoires of individual tumors, our experiments suggest that bulk quantities of Hsp70.PC-F could be prepared from pooled or individual tissue culture cells (with partially characterized antigenic repertoires) fused with human DCs [30] . Another advantage of this technique is the possibility of targeting individual tumor cell populations such as cancer stem cells (CSCs; discussed later) [133, 134] . We have shown the principle of targeting such a population in ovarian carcinoma [20] . We found that CD44 is a useful surface marker for CSCs in ovarian carcinoma and that T cells induced by DC-CSC fusion vaccine preferentially killed ovarian CSCs as well as resistant cells surviving radiation that are enriched in CSCs [20] . The effectiveness of Hsp70.PC-F derived from DC-CSC fusion vaccines in targeting the CSC subpopulation is currently under investigation.
Large HSPs
HSPA protein family members Hsp110 and Grp170 appear to be promising candidates for anticancer vaccines [58] . These proteins are the larger cousins of the 70 kDa Hsp70s and are characterized by the ability to bind whole proteins as well as smaller peptides in their clientbinding domains. Antigens can be efficiently and quantitatively loaded onto these large HSPs and induce an impressive antitumor response [135] .
Basic mechanisms involved in HSP vaccines
Much has been learned regarding the trafficking of HSP-peptide complexes into APCs and subsequent antigen cross-presentation. Many of the studies involve Hsp90 and chaperoning of ovalbumin-derived polypeptides [33, 53, 94] . Hsp90-mediated antigen cross-presentation involves at least three components including Hsp90, the chaperoned peptide antigen and the receptor and this is probably true for other HSPs. We have shown that Hsp90-Ova peptide complexes bind efficiently to SREC-I leading to rapid internalization via a newly characterized clathrin-and dynamin-independent endocytic pathway [33] . Other HSPs also bind this receptors, which may play a general role in binding and internalizing molecular chaperones [136, 137] . Hsp90.PC-induced SREC-I uptake is cholesterol-dependent, CDC42-regulated and dynamin-and clathrin-independent in APCs [138] . These are known properties of the GEEC pathway characterized previously for GPI-anchored proteins such as CD59 and the folate receptor [139] . Our experiments showed that SREC-I mediates crosspresentation of Hsp90-bound Ova peptides after traversing this pathway. We have also shown that forced expression of SREC-I on the surface of CHO cells (normally unable to engulf or cross-present antigens) along with H2Kb (murine MHC class I) was sufficient for Ova antigen cross-presentation, confirming a specific role for SREC-I [33] . Another function for HSPs in the vaccines is the chaperoning of peptides and deterrence of proteolysis, and the studies of Shastri and Kunisawa show efficient chaperoning of Ova polypeptides by intracellular Hsp90 in the conventional pathway of antigen presentation [53] .
Cell surface SREC-I appears to be localized to cell surface lipid raft domains upon ligand binding. These domains contain a number of GPI-anchored proteins and tyrosine kinases important in cell regulation. Hsp90 and other HSPs may thus carry out an additional function in antigen cross-presentation involving the triggering of signaling pathways that promote antigen uptake and other processes. Lipid raft localization suggested to us that srcfamily kinases might play a role in recruitment of SREC-I into the clathrin-independent pathway. Indeed Hsp90.PC was shown to activate c-src and lead to its co-localization with SREC-I [33] . In addition, src-family kinase inhibitor PP1 blocked Hsp90.PC internalization by SREC-I and subsequent antigen cross-presentation. Upon Hsp90 binding, SREC-I may thus mediate rapid formation of a signaling platform, which may increase the docking sites for other signaling molecules. MHC class I and SREC-I are relocated to the lipid raft domain compartment, marked by CD59, after Hsp90 exposure.
After internalization through the GEEC pathway, Hsp90-Ova complexes next traffic to early or recycling endosomes, where peptides can be loaded onto recycling MHC class I molecules [33] . Recent reports suggest that early/recycling endosomes can participate in peptide loading [94] . Our studies indicate that early endosomes and/or recycling endosomes are sites for Hsp90/SREC-I-mediated cross-presentation and endosomal cysteine protease cathepsin S was required for maximal Ova peptide generation and subsequent crosspresentation [33] . We showed that while proteasomal function and TAP are also required for efficient cross-presentation of the SIINFEKL peptide derived from full length Ova bound to Hsp90, smaller Ova peptides (C-terminally extended SIINFEKL) could be presented in a TAP-independent and lactacystin-insensitive manner. Our findings indicated complex antigen cross-presentation pathways for Hsp90-chaperoned Ova polypeptides that may depend on the size and structure of the chaperoned polypeptide ( Figure 4 ).
It was shown in vivo that in mice vaccinated with Hsp70.PC-F vaccine, SREC-I is induced and DCs expressing SREC-I traffic to the lymph nodes [86] . Vaccination led to SREC-Idependent cross-presentation of MUC1, breaking of tolerance to this antigen and immunity to MUC1-expressing tumor cells. Under in vivo conditions, Hsp90.PC and other HSPs would probably interact with DCs expressing a range of SRs, many of which bind HSPs [64, 65, 136, 137] . The outcome, in terms of immunity, will thus be an integral part of a number of cell surface HSP-receptor interactions; for instance, SRA-1 inhibits immune processes by blocking TLR-4 activation while SRECI and LOX-1 both activate CTL [130] . In addition, we have found that stabilin- 
Future developments Autologous anticancer vaccines
The next decade is likely to see the continued development of the autologous HSP vaccines prepared by affinity chromatography and improvements in deployment in cancer treatment. Clinical trials with Gp96-based vaccine vitespen are ongoing and suggest considerable promise for this nontoxic approach to therapy. Indeed a Gp96-based vaccine became the first cancer vaccine to be approved anywhere in the world (in Russia in this case), and is only one of the two cancer vaccines in use today [139] .
The Hsp70.PC-F vaccine (described earlier) appears to be promising in preclinical studies and may offer increased tumor cell killing compared with the standard affinity purified HSP [30, 59, 86, 140] . This is a highly flexible approach and may be used to target individual tumor populations such as CSCs [20] . Phase I clinical trials are at the planning stage.
Another related approach to generating chaperone-based autologous vaccines utilizes chaperone-rich lysates (CRCLs) [141] . In this approach proteins are fractionated by isoelectric focusing and chaperone-rich fractions, which contain bound peptide antigens, are used as vaccines. The approach has the advantage of using multiple chaperones with perhaps overlapping specificities for antigen [GRANER MW, PERS. COMM.]. CRCL vaccines are currently employed to treat stage IV cancer patients as part of an immunotherapy regimen conducted by Immunovative Therapies in conjunction with the National Cancer Institute of Thailand in Bangkok. These trials involve a `priming' phase using a product called AlloStim®, which contains highly activated allogeneic effector memory T cells that secrete large quantities of Th1 cytokines over a short half-life. Multiple intradermal injections of AlloStim provide a potent adjuvant stimulus that `awakens' the host immune system, leading to a Th2 to Th1 cytokine shift. Following an intravenous AlloStim dose, CRCL vaccines are included in the ensuing treatments, injecting the vaccine into the same site as the AlloStim, forming AlloVax®. The patients in this protocol have suffered no severe adverse events, have shown strong delayed-type hypersensitivity responses to CRCL, and at least one patient had stable disease despite metastatic progression up to the point of receiving the immunotherapy. Over the next 5 years, trials may be extended to a Phase II setting for metastatic breast cancer patients in Thailand, and a Phase I/II trial in the USA for patients with recurrent high-grade gliomas.
Large HSPs chaperoning common tumor antigens
Large HSP vaccines are also being developed for immunotherapy purposes. As mentioned earlier, these HSPA family members bind antigenic substrates with high affinity. For example, recombinant Hsp110 bound to Gp100 provides a highly concentrated vaccine (full length Gp100 that contains multiple MHC class I and class II determinants) and could be effective in a heterogeneous patient population, the large peptide repertoire potentially overcoming HLA restriction [31, 142] . Use of this vaccine increases the possibility of polyepitope directed T-and B-cell responses. Hsp110 and Grp170 can strongly enhance the immunogenic effects of peptides and were shown to bind avidly to full length melanoma antigens TRP2 and Gp100 [135] . Use of recombinant proteins would theoretically permit an unlimited supply of vaccine. In addition, combination of chaperone complexes containing the two antigens provoked strongly enhanced inhibition of tumor growth compared with vaccines in which one antigen is chaperoned [135] . Future preclinical studies and clinical trials may thus involve the use of common tumor antigens complexed to these large HSPs and offer the use of large antigens in a highly concentrated form. A Phase I clinical trial using an Hsp110-Gp100 vaccine for treatment of melanoma in collaboration with the National Cancer Institute RAID program is imminent [SUBJECK J, PERS. COMM.]. One drawback to this approach may be that such preparations would lack the personalized nature of the other approaches mentioned earlier and require some knowledge of the antigenic repertoire of target tumors. The relative merits of using a vaccine with one highly concentrated antigen as opposed to a polyvalent antigen were discussed earlier.
Combination of HSP vaccines with adjuvants & anti-CTLA antibodies
We may expect to see improvements in tumor responses by harnessing what we have learned about the biology. This may include stimulating the innate arm of the tumor immune response. Earlier studies suggested that chaperone-based vaccines may have unique properties due to the ability of HSP to chaperone antigens, stimulate immunity and activate DC maturation [7] . However, recent studies are not clear on this point and suggest that HSPs used as single agents might possess, at most, weak innate immune stimulation [79, 83, 143] . As DC activation in the absence of a maturation signal leads to anergy, loss of CTL activity and dominance of a Treg response, these studies might suggest combining HSP vaccine treatment with compounds with adjuvant activity to stimulate co-activator expression and CTL activity. Recently, bacterial/viral-derived oligonucleotides containing CpG motifs with PAMP activity have been shown to activate DCs through TLR-9 and play significant roles in cancer immunotherapy [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] . A number of reports suggest that HSP might be able to directly interact with PAMPs and stimulate innate immunity. Gp96 was shown to enhance interaction of TLR-2 ligand Pam3Cys or TLR-4 ligand LPS with DCs, stimulate synthesis of IL-12 and IL-6 and activate costimulatory molecules [149] . In addition, it has been shown recently that synthetic oligonucleotides containing CpG motifs that can activate TLR-9 bind to Hsp90 and induce synthesis of IFN-α [150] . However, binding of CpG to Hsp90 reduced synthesis of IL-6 and TNF-α, and failed to induce the DC maturation phenotype [150] .
Another approach to increasing the activity of HSP vaccines might be to reduce the inhibitory effects of Tregs on APCs. Activation of a Treg response can accompany antigen cross-presentation and CTL activation, at least with Gp96-based vaccines [116, 122] . Tregs have been shown to inhibit DC maturation at least partially through co-inhibitory molecule CTLA-4 that blocks DC maturation ( Figure 5 ). Indeed a number of studies have employed anti-CTLA-4 antibodies to block the restraining influence of CTLA-4 and activate tumor immunity [151] [152] [153] . These agents, for example, Yervoy® (ipilimumab), have recently been approved for the treatment of late-stage melanoma, which may provide impetus for combining anti-Treg agents with vaccines.
Immune targeting of tumor subpopulations with HSP vaccines
It has become apparent that tumor heterogeneity is a reflection of both the cell biology and genetics of cancer. While it was accepted that tumors contain a pool of altered antigens due to an enhanced mutator phenotype, current studies suggest that tumor cell populations may contain a hierarchical ordering such as is observed in renewal tissues, including stem cells, progenitors and differentiated cells [154] . In at least some cancers, a tumor-initiating population resembling tissue stem cells (CSCs) exists often with marked resistance to standard therapies such as chemotherapy, radiotherapy and immunotherapy targeting antigens in the bulk cell population [134, 155, 156] . Immunotherapeutic approaches specifically targeting CSCs would thus be desirable. Recent studies indicate that CSCs from melanoma escape host immunosurveillance by stimulating immunoregulatory Treg cells, expressing increased levels of IL-10 and downregulating melanoma-associated antigens and/ or MHC class I molecules [157, 158] . HSP-based vaccines have the potential to target this population. We have shown that CSCs can be purified from the bulk population of ovarian or breast cancer cells using selection for surface markers then fused to DC prior to Hsp70.PC-F preparation [132] . Such Hsp70.PC-F vaccines may induce CTLs that preferentially kill cells enriched in CSC.
Combination of HSP-based immunotherapy with conventional cancer therapy
Immunotherapy is most effective in the context of minimal disease and is able to eradicate disseminated cancer, while localized treatments such as radiotherapy are highly effective in killing large numbers of cells in the primary tumor, but do not treat the metastases. Combination therapy might thus be indicated based on these criteria alone. However, localized radiation therapy offers additional attraction in being an immunogenic form of killing that can enhance the effects of immunotherapy [159, 160] . Mechanisms are not currently clear but are believed to involve upregulation of MHC class I on the cancer cell surface and creation of an inflammatory environment in the tumor [161, 162] . Radiation could thus reduce tolerance to tumor antigens, increase effectiveness of CD8 + CTLs, downmodulate Tregs within the tumor and permit CTLs to enter the tumor and kill malignant cells [160] . Interestingly, immunogenic killing by ionizing radiation involves upregulation of the ER stress protein calreticulin on the surface of tumor cells [163] [164] [165] .
Calreticulin is a proinflammatory `eat me' signal, has been shown to carry antigenic peptides and can bind to SREC-I and SRA [136, 166] . It is notable that cells surviving radiation therapy contain an expanded population of CSCs and can be targeted by Hsp70. PC-F prepared from the purified CSC [20] . We can thus envision a personalized vaccine that can target individual populations of a patient's tumor cells tailored towards enhancing the effectiveness of fractionated or large-dose radiotherapy. As mentioned earlier, HSP overexpression in tissues in the presence of cell death, at least in some tissue contexts (melanocyte, prostate cells), increases activity of CTLs, promotes CD4 + T cells and overcomes the inhibitory effects of Tregs on tumor cell killing in an IL-6-dependent manner [126] . These findings are thus encouraging for the use of combined therapy. Most individuals contain a population of CD4 + T lymphocytes that can respond to HSPs and differentiate towards an immunosuppressive Treg phenotype [25, 122] . Such cells are important in regulating diseases such as arthritis, early onset diabetes and atherosclerosis [117] . Hsp70 expression in the presence of necrotic killing appears to be able to dampen the Treg response without giving rise to intolerable levels of autoimmunity [123] .
Expert commentary & five-year view
Molecular chaperone-peptide complexes extracted from tumors (HSP vaccines) have been intensively studied in the preceding two decades, proving to be safe and effective in treating a number of malignant diseases. They offer personalized cancer therapy and bind a crosssection of antigens expressed in patients' tumors. Future advances will require further understanding of the molecular underpinnings of this approach to immunotherapy. One property common to HSP vaccines is the ability to stimulate antigen uptake by scavenger receptors on the APC surface and trigger T-lymphocyte activation by antigen crosspresentation. HSPs can also induce signaling through TLRs in a range of immune cells and this may mediate the effectiveness of vaccines. However, it is not clear to what degree the vaccines can activate innate immunity and induce APC maturation. Combination of molecular chaperone vaccines with adjuvants such as CpG DNA or with anti-CTLA-4 antibodies might therefore be effective in promoting APC maturation and reducing the activity of Treg cells. In addition, the vaccines may be used in combination with standard therapies such as radiotherapy. One of the hurdles in immunotherapy is the barrier to extravasation of CTLs in the tumor milieu and inflammatory killing in the tumor may provide the signals for CTLs to penetrate the tumor vasculature.
The next decade will see many of the approaches to chaperone based immunotherapy tested in clinical trials with or without accompanying combination therapies. This is likely to be an iterative process with progress or problems in the clinic provoking laboratory investigation and new laboratory findings regarding properties of molecular chaperones leading to modifications in approach to therapy. Hsp90-peptide complexes bind to SREC-I and this receptor causes uptake of complexes into early endosomes. Peptides can then be processed within the endosome by proteases such as cathepsin S, encounter MHC class I molecules in recycling endosomes and transit to the cell surface. Polypeptides can also exit the endosome, be processed through the proteasome and enter the conventional pathway of antigen presentation requiring transporter associated with antigen presentation. We found that larger antigens such as full length Ova tend to utilize the latter pathway for processing. Hsp90 appears to chaperone peptides through the receptor binding step until the early endosome stage. ER: Endoplasmic reticulum. 
